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Saddam is gone, Arafat is dead, and a new Iraq is rising. But when a suicide bomber strikes Washington
and assassinations unfold from London to Los Angeles, Jon Bennett and Erin McCoy are drawn back into
a world of terror they thought was over. At the heart of the mystery lies a 2,000-year-old scroll describing
unimaginable treasures that could lead to the Third Jewish Temple. Some call it history's greatest
treasure map. Others call it a road map to Armageddon. But the time to find the truth is running out fast.
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1. Eta
I must admitt I passed on this series for years. I hadn't heard about this
series until long after Saddam Hussein was dead and I figured what was
the point. Still and all I had enjoyed other Joel Rosenberg books so I gave
it a try. It was dated but still a good read and the Ezekiel Option sounded
fresh so why not. Wow it was great, thinking the theology was a bit off (I
fall into a more Islamic Antichrist camp) , but then not so far as I had
thought. But with the end game in the Ezekiel Option and then the Copper
Scroll and we are back to a ripped from tomorrow's headlines. Already
downloaded the next book, got to wait until tomorrow well today because I
stayed up half the night, I just couldn't put it down.
One closing comment not last because it's not important but last because
it should be remembered. The Last Jihad series does not back away from
scripture, in fact I had to reread some that is used, it is in context and
powerful. Most importantly it does not back away from the gospel. If you
are a christian you will enjoy it. If you are buying it for a unbelieving
friend, great choice. If you are an unbeliever take a chance you just might
change your life...forever.

2. Opithris
I stumbled across Joel Rosenberg from watching some commentary about
a recently discovered Psalms book found in the middle east. That was 2
months ago and 3 books later; starting with "The Ezekiel Option" to
"Copper Scroll", then finishing up with Dead Heat (the last of his series). I
have never been a reader, nor did I read or remember any mandatory
reading in high school and how I managed passing college courses
without truly reading the text amazes me. Over my life, I've yet to find an
author that I could actually plow through the first chapter and really want
to keep reading.
Now, i am enthralled with Joel R. My only disappointment is I didn't
discover his writings till now. I started at "The Ezekiel Option" and moved
forward through "The Copper Scroll" which taught me quite a bit about
archeological discoveries that I didn't know about. Of course I don't know
about all discoveries but those of relevance (regarding my faith) I would
have hoped I was more informed either through my own initiative or
through the media or history channel, etc (haha). I knew about the "Dead
Sea Scroll" and some of the information surrounding those. This book

however, revealed to me much more and since his books are fiction, it was
important to me to find out what is fiction and what is non fiction; so while
I read the book, I often was searching the internet for substantiating data.
This helped me to better understand his references, the history, the ideas,
the "folklore", and geographical and archeological endeavors of
researchers today and in the recent past. One does not need to do all this
to enjoy this book because if you take it for what it is "fiction", than you
don't have to concern yourself with more than it being a suspenseful,
thriller of political and religious conflicts. However, since I am a Christian
and want truth; I was inspired to research and become knowledgable in
matters I was not, prior to this book.
All his books are amazing, all worth sleepless nights, purposely taking my
time at coffee shops and anywhere else for that matter to get through
them. They are so creatively written using real life, current and probable
world political situations to create the "end times" theories into fruition. I
believe in the bible and all its written scripts from beginning to end and
have in the last year become more fascinated with the many biblical
prophesies, which include the return of Jesus, coming for his followers.
His studious approach to his Jewish heritage and Christian faith, along
with his professional experience in government affairs has afforded him
an abounding ability to bring scripture to life in our current generation.
If you're at all interested in a great political thriller; this will fulfill your
desires. If you're interested in biblical prophesy, his writings will join the
religion and politics together gracefully, and if you're interested in being
entertained regardless; his books will do it. I am a simple person and his
perspective has opened my eyes beyond any measure I could imagine and
raised the bar of understanding our current political climate.

3. Walianirv
Rosenberg is a good artist of words. Painting a picture with words for
imagination to construct and invest emotion. While initially using real
archeological and Biblical clues and information he quickly moves to
possibly personal held thoughts and beliefs to draw the reader deeper into
the frame of the picture he has painted. This is a the fourth book in a
series of five so the ending leaves you wanting closure- but that comes
only when you read the next book. Oldest skill in sales, leaving them
hanging until next; week, month, year, season, book........ But it still is a
well researched and enjoyable read.

4. Ceck
suspense, the reality, the love, the danger, the marvel of discovery was so
intense. I must read it again soon and absorb it even further. I admire the
works of Mr. Rosenberg already and have been a huge fan, but this threw
me in a whole new level. Thanks.

5. Galanjov
This book pulls you in and leaves you wanting more! The Last Jihad series
is very well written and really keeps you glued to your book. I am so
impressed by the quality of writing and am equally drawn in by the subject
matter. You will not be disappointed!

6. Vutaur
This book is the fourth of five in the series. I am currently reading the
fifth. The novel is based on the copper scroll that was found in the Dead
Sea caves. From the introduction to the novel, I was thoroughly
entertained with the fictional story as well as learn about this important
piece of history. The story is purely fiction but reads as though it might be
happening today.
For those interested in faith issues, this story lays out the Gospel message
with clearity. Not abstusism, it is presented with a gentleness that is
appreciated, yet revered.
The book continues the story of Joe and Erin Bennett as their relationship
builds from employer/employee relationship to colleagues to marriage.
The books offer a little of everything for the reader. All five books are

page turners.

7. Friert
This imaginary story about biblical studies is also a complicated espionage
story. It is also quite unbelievable. It does make interesting reading
however.

8. Rosenberg has done a great job with Book 3 of his series. His research has
been included in terms which have kept the story feeling real. His use of
religion, prayer and miracles has been believable without being too
preachy. I have enjoyed every minute of it. My only complaint has been
with the narrator, who has shown a lack of experience with activities in
the book and with correct pronunciation of foreign names. I highly
recommend this series and this book to the readers of thrillers.
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